As a lawn care professional, you take great pride in selecting the right products for your customers. With so much money and time spent to do so, isn’t it important to make sure you’re maximizing your efforts?

**How Our Soil Surfactants Work**

A surfactant helps soil maintain uniform moisture throughout the profile. Whether the soil needs to retain more moisture because it’s too dry or move moisture because it’s too wet, a soil surfactant can help with both. Aquatrols soil surfactants help reduce water use while also promoting turf quality.

An Aquatrols soil surfactant application helps to prevent run off and leaching, while also ensuring that your soil applied chemicals are evenly distributed into the soil profile. Our surfactants help other products, like herbicides and fertilizers, work more effectively.
HOW OUR PRODUCTS CAN HELP

**DISPATCH® SPRAYABLE**

**Benefits:**
- Increases Water Penetration and Irrigation Efficiency
- Up to a 20% Increase in Pre-emerge Herbicide Efficacy
- Significantly Increases Fertilizer Efficacy
- No Tank Mix Restrictions

**What Dispatch Sprayable Does for You:**
- Reduces Frequency of Callback Treatments Approximately 10%
- Ensures Uniform Distribution of Applied Nitrogen and Pesticides
- Creates Incremental Revenue Through a Water Management Program

**AQUEDUCT® FLEX GRANULAR**

**Benefits:**
- Promotes Rapid Recovery of Stressed Turf
- Up to 30-day Protection Against Localized Dry Spot
- Safe on All Turf Types
- Durable and Resealable Packaging

**What Aqueduct Flex Does for You:**
- Creates Incremental Revenue Through a Water Management Program
- Convenient Solution to Spot Treat Localized Dry Spot
- Delivers Visible Results in as Little as 3 Days

For More Information On Our Products Contact Your Local Aquatrols Territory Manager.